Green River

12 inch finished block

The Green River block is a simple 9-patch block from the Nancy Page Quilt Club. This was a newsletter
available in the 1920s and 1930s edited by Florence LaGanke. We are going to take 4 of the nine-patches to
make our square. You may be able to get a glimpse of the river, but that’s about it.
Let’s go really bright for summer – put the bright print in as the bricks, find a complimentary bright for the
dots and a neutral for the light squares.
Colour the block on the right with the
Colours of your choice.

Cutting:
Fabric

Size
2 ½ by 11 inches

Pieces
2

BOM Colour
Neutral

2 ½ by 6 ½ inches

2

Bright Print

2 ½ by 11 inches

2

Bright Print

2 ½ by 6 ½ inches
2 ½ by 11 inches

2
2

Complement
Complement

Construction:
First construct the strata needed – then cross cut for the block

Cut 4 – 2 ½ inch pieces

Now construct the two A Patches and two B Patches:

A Patch
B Patch
Assemble the blocks into the 12 inch finished block.

Finishing your sampler quilt
The sashing between the sections are 2 ½ inches cut, as are the inner and outer borders.
After attaching the first border, your quilt should measure 68 inches square. For the center border, you
could use the nine-patches as shown below, or sew your leftover strips into strata and cross cut them to 2
½ inches for a piano key border, or even do some loose goose blocks.
To use the Green River block nine-patches, you will need 24 - A Patches, 20 - B Patches, 4 - C corners patch,
and 4 - D strips (see below)
Assemble four side units:
A
B
A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

D

Sew two units to the sides of the quilt, add a C unit to each end of the remaining borders and attach them
to the top and bottom of your quilt.
C - corner unit

You will need about 230 inches of the strata (or 5 ¾ strips), and 4 strips of
the dots and bricks for the nine-patches.

The corners you should be able to get from your ‘leftovers’.

Depending on the fabric you chose, you might like to do a simpler or more complicated border – this is just a
suggestion!

